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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY:

Many of the structural defects in the past have happened during the project development process.
While a structural engineer must build a safe, economic and functional structure, the durability of
the partially constructed structure cannot be ignored at various construction levels. During the
building, structural health is a major problem for the industry of construction. Collapses of temporary structures or unfinished permanent structures pose a hazard to safety. Predictive risk analysis
methods have been applied over the past decade to evaluate the efficiency of the current existing
structural building framework. Identification of risks is aimed at recognizing possible risks that can
result in accidents. It describes the types of hazards and random parameters connected with the
individual risks and subsequent incidents. The quantifying risk values identified with building structures built according to uniform rules are widely distributed. This study provided importance to a
conversation about risk and safety in building structures under construction, to build buildings without damage and destroying, also steps of safety in building structures. The outcome of the project
depends on the specifics of the prescription. Building structure safety may lead to big problems if
subjected to those loads such as earthquakes and storms. A lot of structural problems happen during
construction. Most failures were related to a malfunction in the formwork. This study describes how
building systems can carry risks to buildings, as well as resisting the impact of loads that could
cause trouble.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Building sites are generally regarded as one of the hardest places to work. Safety during construction is considered
to be poor. A significant proportion of the total number of
structural faults already exists during a structure's construction phase (Terwel et al., 2014). The paper explains the
overall context and motivates how the safety and risk of
building structures can be measured. Besides, the building
structures have to meet the safety and serviceability specifications. Required evaluations can be categorized into three
interconnected components: architectural quality, properties of material and structural behaviour. (Hu et al., 2020).
Building sustainability evaluation goes far further than
evaluating building elements or services only (Nag, 2019).
Scoring and qualification have increased concern about sustainability and efficient building under the basic framework
of building sustainability (Buitrago et al., 2020). Supplements of the legislation by adequately founded and hypothetically tested requirements to govern the safety of the
loads and behaviour for structures and buildings through
construction and above design (Travush et al., 2016).
The acceptable standard of risk to structures would also
be affected by the structure's very nature and the function
24

under which it is planned. Structural failures are unusual,
and therefore the reaction of the public to the unexpected
needed to be significant (Blockley, 1980). During construction, the failure of a structure is due to unnecessary loading
and/or insufficient strength of the structure (Ayyub, 1983).
Harm to structures relates primarily to cracks, foundation
settlements, material deterioration and dislocations
(D'Ayala & Fodde, 2008).

2. METHODOLOGY
Making sure safety problems are prepared, coordinated,
controlled, managed and checked is the key to ensuring
safe working conditions. The goal of the study is to identify
the correct form of product use that will provide within the
building structures for the execution of project aims. Usage
of the method of assessment was used for this study. The
study included a critical review and a description of the literature project basis.
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Table 1. Some example of methodologies and the aims of
relevant studies
Author

Methodology and aims

Cheng et al.
(2010)
Ghousi et al.
(2018)

The author used a frequency variable for
this issue to assess risks.
The author presents a new robust safety risk
assessment process with the addition of the
Hybrid Value Number (HVN) to the measurement equation.
The author attempted to prioritize current
con-structural risks. Described five likelihood levels, and five impact levels to evaluate risks.
The author conducted a study to illustrate
how much quality assurance affects performance and the various techniques used to implement quality control.
The author uses a single structural model.
The design could be accomplished by adding
specific safety factors to the load and structural resistance.

Sun et al.
(2009)

Al-Anbari et
al. (2015)

Olmati et al.
(2017)

Reports from the articles, scientific journals and related
books have been submitted through critical authors. Research study design guides have helped the researchers explain the problems, questions, and offer useful insights into
how to establish effective research.

3. OBJECTIVE OF STUDY
Until completion, every building has to pass through
many stages; design, planning and scheduling, construction
system selection, and construction and manufacturing. As
long as human beings are flawed, mistakes in nature cannot
be avoided entirely, and mistakes in construction are possible. Should some of the subsystems of the building collapse
during construction, e.g. a floor slabs, floor columns, etc.,
the building may be believed to have fallen. The risk of a
building collapse during construction can be calculated by
the structural system's probability of collapse (or reliability). To measure the "safety of construction" or the durability of an incomplete structure, measurement of both loads
and resistance of the incomplete structure is needed again.
Safety in a building structure is very critical because the industry is vulnerable to risk and can be harmful.
Additionally, the study aim is to be defined factors influencing the hazard and safety of building structures. The
foundation of this work is, therefore, con-structure programs, as it relates to the design of the building. Safety and
the removal of risk on the building is one of the essential
goals of any building construction. To ensure all safety considerations were considered before starting. As a result,
also, it was important to understand what particular safety
criteria in the building structures would be implemented and
how.
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4. BUILDING STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
A building's structural system is built to handle the longitudinal motion forces, mostly lateral loads produced by
wind and seismic activity. The structural system consists of
only members configured to hold the loads, most other
members not involved in the carriage of loads are related to
as non-structural members (Rana & Rana, 2014). This was
thought that structural members bear mainly loads of gravity. However, building capacity is minimized by advances
in a system of structures, maximum capacity materials and
slenderness is raised, which includes consideration of horizontal forces like wind and seismic activity in particular.
Such structural systems apply to all building types, metal
constructions, reinforced concrete structures and combined
structures(Gunel & Ilgin, 2007):
● Stiff frame structures,
● Walled frame bracing and shear structures,
● Outrigger structures,
● Pipe framed structures,
● Pipe braced structures,
● Pipe bundled structures.
The structural system is likely as a response to the attempt to obtain a structural system which allows for a big
improvement to multiple volumetric design limitations, and
also the capacity to make simple and efficient modifications
of the building's structure during the time covered (Lozano
et al. 2019). Fig. 1 includes the categorization of the structural building system (Abdul-Kadir et al., 2005).

Structural
building system

Conventional
building system

Cast in-situ
building system

Full prefabricated building
system

Composite building
structure

Fig. 1. Classification of structural building system

5. BUILDING STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE
Performance is commonly defined as behaviour related
to a given service. It is an indicator a building is performing
its functions too. The performance can, in theory, be connected to strength, stability, structural safety, etc. Structural
performance is also a function of time, which is why the
performance is usually correlated with words like 'overtime'
https://www.londontechpress.co.uk
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or 'with time'. The definition of durability is established as
time is considered in the assessment of structural performance. Durability is a structural product that expresses the
capability to sustain the performance required. Over time
the performance can be modified at different levels: the materials, system of structures, component of structures (Li,
1997). To perform an active performance assessment, a detailed and systematic methodology is necessary, which includes all buildings showing requirements.
Performance is assessed given the collection for parameters which decide for which the integration of structures is
crucial as well as the degree of interaction can achieve the
desired output when identified. Building reliability is improved by the logical decision of building materials and also
the incorporation of systemic, mechanical function, cover
and inner structures into the process of the building transition. Incorporation of structural building focus may not be
on product and element assembly, yet even in terms of environmental conditions gained within the assembly as well
as how to react the residents for those environmental states
thus created (Mahbub et al., 2010).

6. EVALUATION OF SAFETY
6.1. Identification of building structural safety
The core idea of structural preservation is to protect the
structures from risks created by man and the environment.
The safety of a structure is commonly known as reserve
faults resist. The structural safety assessment also is based
on the fact that a degree of safety is required to cover complexities in construction manufacturing, materials, and analytical techniques and construction methods. Structural
safety is heavily reliant on knowledge-based perception and
decision, so safety decisions cannot be made purely by empirical probability and dynamics models (Ünay, 2007).
The safety evaluation during construction will be based
on the fact that stability and reliability are important for the
entire protection system, the key safety requirement is the
stability of the protection mechanism of the works of the
defence as a whole. The considerable reference criteria for
the safety standard in vector control was the real degree of
hazard covered by control systems (Suda et al., 2009). One
of the conventional measures to ensure structural health is
just to maintain the pressure of model forces below some
amount that is named acceptable pressure (Paik, 2019).
The new structure design is a creation of concepts based
on several concepts, eventually defining how the structures
will materialize. Material performance is consistent in most
situations, and the intended structural safety can be obtained. In practice, designing "on the safe side" is popular,
rather than going into depth with the material modelling and
structural behaviour. The exact reality of the construction,
the structural behaviour, the exact materials and the age and
degradation of the structure need to be taken into account
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(Høj & Söderqvist, 2009). The collapse of the structural
buildings is typically caused by structural strength degradation. Maintenance is expected during the use of the buildings due to the degradation. Otherwise, the building's design
service life cannot be satisfied, which presents a risk to public life (Li, 1997).
6.2. Factors affecting building structural safety
The safety factors can be identified as the proportion of
the building structure's strength ability to the applied load
effects. So, a well-performed structural analysis is required
to establish the safety level rationally (Ünay, 2007). The
factors that found affect safety include:
●Lack of proper regard by designers for the viability of
erection,
●Insufficient site investigation,
●Impact or explosion,
●Formwork, a mistake in bracing and/or erection,
●Design error (Ayyub, 1983).
●Economical
●Procedural (Sawacha et al., 1999).
●Material properties,
●Load types,
●Speed loading,
●Temperature,
●Fabrication-Related Initial defects (Paik, 2019).

7. EVALUATION OF RISK
7.1. Assessment of risks in building structures
Risk assessment is aimed at identifying possible risks
which may cause accidents. It describes the risk categories
and statistical factors correlated with separate risks and resulting crashes (Paik, 2019). Risk is a term which has several aspects. To the benefit of the project, in the construction
field, the probability of a defined cause and mixture of variables occurring throughout the construction phase can be.
There are three key stages to a systemic risk management
approach in the construction sector: a) hazard assessment,
b) hazard identification, with evaluation, c) hazard Resolution. (Wang et al., 2004).
Risk management is an organized and ordered method
of regularly defining, assessing and reacting to risks during
a project's life-cycle to achieve the highest risk level reduction, prevention and check (Andi & Adi, 2006).
The construction risks can be considered for management purposes as:
● Innate hazards: These become exceedingly difficult to
monitor or manage since they are relative to both the
construction project and integrated personnel structures
such (environmental disasters that inflict behaviour on
buildings).
https://www.londontechpress.co.uk
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● Inherent hazard worsening: These involve a disgusting
personnel error, happening within project building assets and controlled personnel systems such (collapse of
a model, the collapse of building systems, etc.) (Almeida et al., 2010).
7.2. Risk categories
There are three risk categories opened up in engineering
structures(Paik, 2019):
● Staff risks,
● Money risks,
● Habitat risks.
7.3. Failure of building structures under construction
The buildings' risk of damage structure through construction is necessary. Construct is among the most crucial
stages of buildings lifespan it is because of the hazard of
destruction and also the probability of construct forces will
be under evaluation (Buitrago et al., 2020). Structural failures may range from walls that fall due to distant excavations weakening their foundations to buildings while working on a modification, due to weakening and/or overloading
of the structure. During the destruction, structures may also
fall suddenly, unless action is taken to avoid instability.
Structures during construction can even fall, ex steel frames
not properly braced, or overly loaded formwork (Williams,
2006).
Table 2. Classified list of concrete building failures under
construction
Cause of failure
Failure of formwork
Fire
Faulty material
Premature shore exclusion
Overloading
Soil failure
Others
Total

Per cent of total failure
54%
18%
8%
8%
4%
4%
4%
100%

The principal cause of damage to the building is the frequent earthquakes that have impacted the structure during
its lifetime (Ercan, 2018). Many building structural failures
under construction happen during or merely after pouring
concrete, and so many of the failures have been caused by
formwork failure. Table 2 classified list of concrete building
failures under construction (Ayyub, 1983).

8. CONCLUSION
The safety and risk analysis of the structural building
under construction theory is established and incorporated to
a specific degree, we have focused on a variety of natural
27
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factors concerning an engineering structure and impacting
its safety. Safety structural buildings may become a matter
of greatest importance if they are subjected to exceptional
behaviour such as storms or earthquakes, but particularly if
their maintenance is deficient during use. Failure to maintain may also cause the roof or the attic slab to collapse or
changing of the load path in incomplete structures. Researchers will concentrate on identifying the factors that affect safety risks most. More functional work may depend on
the safety program's details. Through interviewing in building structures, this paper established important risks and
safeties, plus their protection measures.
From the study review discussed in this report, it is seen
that during the project construction phase, the amount of
building structural faults in the past occurred. Many systemic defects occur during construction or immediately after concrete has been poured. Many of those failures were
due to a formwork malfunction. Such failures are largely
due to human error, poor optimization of construction procedures and techniques. Also, high variability in construction loads and the response of building structures. The key
explanation for the large percentage of false job failures is
design flaws and the inability of staff and engineers to follow safety measures. The safety factors can be identified as
the ratio of the building structures 'strength capability to the
applied load impacts.
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